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Updates to Generation Dispatcher Task List

• Under Terminal Task 4
  – Propose to remove Enabling Objective 4.2

  4 Terminal Task Given a request for PJM operational information, respond in accordance with the appropriate PJM manuals
  
  4.1 Enabling Objective Validate and submit Instantaneous Reserve Check (IRC) data
  
  4.2 Enabling Objective Validate and submit Supplementary Status Report (SSR) data

  – The SSR was discontinued and all this data is now part of Markets Gateway
  – The submission of this data would be covered under Terminal Tasks 1 and 3
Updates to Transmission Owner Operator Task List

• The following tasks will have an asterisk (*) added to indicate they require annual training as part of the PJM Transmission Owner Operator continuing training program
  – Tasks 2, CS 2.3, 7, 8, 10, CS 10.2, 11, CS 11.11

2. **Terminal Task** – Given a notification (verbal or electronically) of a problem with BES equipment, determine the appropriate actions and notifications required in accordance with the appropriate PJM manuals

  2.1 **Enabling Objective** – Identify when adjustment of transmission facility operating limits are required and notify PJM

  2.2 **Enabling Objective** – Describe general causes for some alarms coming from BES equipment

2.3 **Company Specific Task** – Given a notification of a problem with BES equipment, explain how to respond in accordance with company guidelines
Questions?